Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) have been deployed over the past decade.
Introduction 1
In recent years, with the benefits of reducing human casualties as well as increas- respectively. An attractive field is constructed across the space with magnitude 121 proportional to the distance to the target point; whereas, a repulsive field is 122 built within a certain area called -"influence area"-around obstacles and the 123 magnitude is inversely proportional to the distance to the obstacle. Based on the 124 potential field, the vehicle can then be guided by following total field gradient.
125
Detailed explanation of this can be referred to Khatib (1986) and Ge and Cui follower were built to keep formation shape, and repulsive fields were used to 139 prevent internal collision as well as collision with obstacles. To increase control 140 accuracy as well as to better address the formation shape maintenance prob-141 lem, attractive potential field was a function of the error value between desired 142 distance and actual leader-follower or follower-follower distance such that any 143 deflection from the desired position can be quickly modified and corrected. path planning were constructed for particular mission requirement, ocean envi-150 ronment and formation geometry.
151
It should be noted that APF is prone to a local minima problem, which makes 152 the algorithm fail to 'jump out' of local minimum point and reach the target 153 point. Although methods proposed in Sheng et al. (2010) and Xue et al. (2011) 154 solved it by introducing virtual target point the impact was a sacrifice in com- 
166
In this paper, the authors improve upon the work of Gomez et al. (2013) 
Fast marching method

174
The fast marching method was first proposed by J.Sethian in 1996 to track the 
189
FM is then applied on such a grid to simulate an interface propagation process.
190
The interface is used to help build up a potential field, whose potential value on 
Dynamic obstacles representation
263
To prevent collision with dynamic obstacles or moving ships, most studies in 
where r min is the minimum distance must been retained between two vessels.
296
And r af t is computed by:
where time is the scaling factor and defined as 1.0 min in this paper which is 298 appropriate to establish the area a vessel could potentially cover in such time 299
period. However, it should be noted that such a parameter could be customised 300 according to specific needs in a practical navigation situation. DisLimit is a 301 predefined scalar variable to limit the maximum allowable area on the side and 302 stern sections.
303
For fore section, the equation is defined as:
After the determination of dimension of ship domain (C SD ), the Constrained 305 FM method will be used to propagate the interface within C SD with the source CA by using all points in the ship domain as start points (See Fig. 10c and 318 Fig. 10d ). Generated CA will be further scaled to make potential values inside 319 range from 0 to 1 so that it has uniform representation as the static potential 320 map generated by FMS method. 
348
Once the leader's path is determined, the algorithm starts to iterate to compute 349 paths for followers. Similar procedures are followed; however, since follower's 350 target points are re-planned during each time step, it is possible that the target 351 point is located within the obstacle (see Fig. 12a 
Simulation in dynamic environment with one moving obstacle
379
In the first test, simulation area is selected near Portsmouth harbour ( Fig.   380 13a), which is a large natural water area and one of the busiest harbours in 381 the UK. The dimension of the area is 2500 m×2500 m, which is transferred 382 to a 500 pixels×500 pixels grid map (Fig. 13b) . The start and end points for 
394
Since the harbour has a narrow channel, the line formation shape is selected as 395 the desired formation shape with a formation distance of 15 pixels (75 m). How-396 ever, to validate the algorithm's capability of formation generation, a triangle 397 formation shape is assigned as the initial shape shown in Fig. 14a . In Fig. 14b , identified. In addition, the TS has also been well represented with a circular 401 ship domain and collision avoidance area. After time step 5, the formation forms the line shape and keeps such shape entering into the channel area ( Fig. 14c - 403 Fig. 14f ). Fig. 14g -Fig. 14l illustrate how the formation avoids the TS. When 404 the formation approaches close to the TS, port side turning is adopted by the 405 leader, and two followers will follow this behaviour. In the corresponding safety 406 potential maps (Fig. 14h, Fig. 14j and Fig. 14l 113.
411
Evaluations of the algorithm performance and USV formation behaviour are 412 given in Fig. 15 . Fig. 15a shows the overall trajectories for the formation,
413
and all of them remain a safe distance away from static obstacles, which proves 414 that the algorithm is able to generate acceptable safe paths in a complex envi- 
Simulation in dynamic environment with multiple moving obstacles
426
A more complex simulation is done in a dynamic environment with multiple 427 moving vessels. Ocean area near Plymouth harbour shown in Fig. 16a is selected 428 as the testing area. In Fig. 16b , planning space has been transformed into a 429 square area with 500×500 pixels dimension representing 2.5×2.5 km area. Now,
430
three virtual target ships are added into the environment travelling at 20 knot (TS1), 6 knot (TS2) and 12 knot (TS3) respectively.
432
The formation now starts with line shape and the desired formation shape is larger speed than TS2, generated area of TS3 has a longer radius than TS2's.
441
In addition, to prevent internal collision, internal USV is viewed as a circle with 442 radius representing safe distance in potential map.
443
To assess the algorithm, first of all, trajectories generated by the algorithm are investigated the problem of USV formation, the emphasis of these works is on 457 robust control (Level 3 in Fig. 1 ) instead of path planning (Level 2 in Fig. 1 ).
458
The algorithm we introduced in this paper is the first work specifically dealing output from the algorithm shows that collision free paths can be generated for 466 formations for complex, practical and for both static and dynamic environments.
467
More importantly, since all of the simulations are taken in real navigation areas,
468
it is worth mentioning that the algorithm is practical and can potentially be 469 developed to advance navigation in manned ships.
470
For future work, the algorithms proposed will be improved in several ways. 
